Looking for something COMPLETELY DIFFERENT for your next University of Scouting,
Commissioners' Conference, All Hands Meeting or District Roundtable?? How about
inviting Mike Walton to come and talk about:
Q and As on Scouting’s' Yesterday and Today... Being one of the "old timers" with a lot of history about
Scouting, a simple virtual fireside chat about how far we've come works well with Commissioners. I supplement
my talk with PP slides demonstrating various elements of how far our program has come....and some clues about the
future...
"Hey! Where Does THIS Go??"....a uniforming and insignia workshop complete with slides illustrating how
various insignia goes and what it looks like. The workshop concentrates on how Commissioners can approach
Scouters and do "on the spot corrections" without making it sound like they’re neither drill sergeants nor picky
pansies. In addition, some advice on how to keep that Commissioners' uniform clean and neat.
""We" and "Us" "...working with professionals can be a rewarding experience. Here's how to do it...and how to
understand where they are "coming from" so that you can adjust your work style to their work habits. How come
both Commissioners and professional employees wear the same wreath around the Universal Emblem, anyways??
"Been There, Done That, Got the Tee-shirt...Wanna Share?"...there are SOME volunteers who will fight you
tooth and nail about training, participating in District or Council events, and having you to visit. Here's how to
make those guys and gals your friends....and how to influence them WITHOUT threatening to take away their
badges...to TRY to work with you and others. No guarantees....this is a true "roll up your sleeves" workshop
which uses slides, pencil and paper and the best techniques I know of to get Scouters to work together!
"A Sit-down with Settummanque ("set-tumm-quay")" ...A relaxing hour with one of the "deans" of Internet
Scouting, Mike Walton. Want to pick his brain and that of lots of other Scouters?? Have an issue that you can't
resolve without professional intervention? What's going on with those people "up there"...don't they listen to us??
Here's your chance to sit back, disengage your brain, and let someone else do your thinking for you for an hour!
Warning: you might want to sit in ANOTHER HOUR with him!!

All of these have associated PowerPoint slides and other handouts which demonstrate elements of the talk and all of
them are scripted for review by professionals or course directors to insure consistency with the program. Mike
Walton is a longtime Scouting volunteer, cheerleader and supporter of the American Scouting program and brings
with him his enthusiasm, wisdom, candor and information gathered through personal experience and research over
some 30 years as a volunteer and 3 years as a paraprofessional executive.
---------------------Thanks for asking me!

